YDP Question and Answer
21.8.1 Identify the methods of measuring vibration
The method to measure vibration divides in three basic types: displacement, velocity, and acceleration.
Displacement vibration sensor measure changes in distance between a machine’s rotating element and
its stationary housing (frame). Displacement sensors come in the form of a probe that threads into a
hole drilled and tapped in the machine’s frame, just above the surface of a rotating shaft.
Velocity vibration sensor and acceleration vibration sensor, measure the velocity or acceleration of
whatever element the sensor is attached to, which is usually some external part of the machine frame

21.8.2 Identify the following instruments and state the purpose:
21.8.2.1 Vibration Probe
Vibration probe is the sensor installed at measuring point. Based on measuring method they have
different name;
- Proximity probe
- Accelerometer
- Velometer

21.8.2.2 Proximitor & indicators
Proximitor or Proximity Transducer is the equipment provides an output voltage directly proportional to
the distance between the probe tip and the observed conductive surface. Proximitor is used in
displacement type sensors; refer to below picture, shown connection from sensor to proximitor

Monitor or Indicator is device to display vibration value. To integrate sensor into monitor, there are
several equipment are installed including extension cables, Proximitor, and signal cables.
The picture below shows different type of vibration monitor

21.9.1 State the purpose of the DCS system
A distributed control system (DCS) is a control system for a process plant in which autonomous
controllers are distributed throughout the system.

2.02.1 List the advantages of redundant systems. State the different voting configurations
used in control applications?
Advantages:
- Redundancy in DCS hardware used to avoid plant upset due to main component failure
- Redundancy component in DCS provide advance warning when hardware error is occurred
- Standby processor can takes over the control at any point of time without interruption (bumplessly).
There are 3 voting configuration normally used; warm standby configuration, hot standby configuration,
triple-redundant configuration
In warm standby configuration, the primary processor is running the program and controlling the
output states. Upon failure of the primary processor, the standby processor takes over and begins to run
the program.
In a hot standby configuration, both processors are running continuously with their program scans
synchronized over the fiber optic link. If one processor fails, the other takes control with a “bump less”
transfer in which the outputs do not change state. The hot standby configuration is recommended for
most applications.
In triple-redundant configuration, three processors run continuously with synchronized scans, using
either shared input data or independent input data from redundant sensors. The outputs of the
processors pass through a two out of three (2oo3) voter to select the control value to the process.

2.02.2 List the basic components of a typical DCS system
Field Control Stations, it is a processor control unit, the component which performs all the control and
calculation processing of the filed inputs/outputs.
Input & Output Modules; Connect field’s device to FCS.
Communication Module; are used to communicate field control station and subsystems via serial links,
so that the subsystem may be controlled or monitored.
Power Supply Unit; powers the entire module in DCS.
Operator Console/ Engineering Console, an interface work station to monitor, operate and control plant

2.02.3 What do you understand by the term DCS and what is the relevance of term
distributed?
In the early stages, the control system was centralized where a central computer executed all process
controls. The advent of microprocessors greatly changed the situation. The study then moved to how
diversification could be implemented (risk distribution, function distribution, etc.) and how
exclusiveness and versatility could be united, this is the idea of developing DCS.
Now the distributed control system (DCS) may have inputs points distributed for 1 loop,
8 loops, 16 loops and up to 80 loops to be able to monitor and controlled concurrently.
Refer to below illustration drawing;

2.02.4 Describe what is meant by 'SCAN' time in DCS Systems. Discuss the importance of SCAN
time.
SCAN TIME is amount of time required to execute one operation, normally in millisecond.
SCAN CYCLE is amount of time required to execute one cycle program, such as sequence program, logic
program, control program etc.

2.02.5 What do you understand by the term protocol for a DCS System?
Communication Protocol: A set of rules and regulations that allow two electronic devices to connect to
exchange the data with one and another. Some of them are here below:
Profinet
Ethernet
Profibus
Modbus
HART
Fieldbus

2.02.6 What are the different inputs and outputs for a DCS System?
Input: Signal send by field devices then received by DCS system
Output: Signal generated by DCS controller then sends to field devices

2.02.7 What is Baud rate?
The baud rate is the rate at which data transferred by serial communication.
For instance, in the serial port mention “9600 baud rate”, means equipment capable of transferring a
maximum of 9600 bits per second.

2.02.8 What is your understanding of RS232/RS485 in DCS communication?
RS232/RS485 is a form of serial data transmission, in DCS RS232/RS485 use to talk between DCS
modules or between DCS module to subsystem module.

2.02.9 Describe what a Fieldbus is?
Fieldbus is a digital, two-way, multi-drop communication link among intelligent measurement and
control devices. It is one of several local area networks dedicated for industrial automation.
We have “standards” to transfer measurement and control data between control room and plant.
They are pneumatic and 4-20mA electric signals. Then the smart communication introduced in mid 80’s
opened an era of digital communication, but it had many limitations such as proprietary protocols, slow
transmission speed and different data formats. The idea of fieldbus was proposed to solve such the
problems.
Benefit of fieldbus in maintenance view: Fieldbus allows for the reporting of self-diagnostics,
calibration, and environmental conditions of field instruments without disturbing the plant control.
Since it uses intelligent instruments, your stock for spare or replacement instruments can be
dramatically reduced. Software packages for asset management are useful to minimize maintenance
costs.

